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INTRODUCTION

It’s an exciting time for any brand wanting to sell food and/or beverage items

online. However, if you’ve never sold online before, it can be overwhelming to

wade through the approval processes, marketplace regulations, and all the

packaging, labelling and shipping requirements. 

Amazon has been taking steps forward in recent years to refine and promote their

grocery offerings. They’ve changed the names of a few categories and increased

requirements around selling organic items, making sure that brands labelling

products “organic” or “natural” actually possess the proper certifications.

At Bobsled, we suspect that many of these changes were motivated by Amazon's

acquisition of Whole Foods in 2017, which is no big surprise. Whole Foods has

been the leader in the natural and organic food space for decades, and therefore

an extremely attractive target for the market-share focused Amazon.

So, what’s new? And what does it mean for your brand? Let’s look at the grocery

empire Amazon is building and how that affects you as a seller.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL 
FOOD & BEVERAGE SELLERS
Previously all food and beverages on Amazon were sold under a category called Grocery &

Gourmet. Sellers needed to be approved to sell in this gated category by:

Signing up for the Professional Selling Plan.

Providing Amazon with acceptable documentation (e.g. product invoices) and other

information requested about the products they intend to sell.

Sellers also needed to meet the following seller performance targets:

Order defect rate: < 1%

Pre-fulfillment cancel rate: < 2.5%

Late shipment rate: < 4%

Amazon has now split up Grocery & Gourmet into the three following categories:

Food & Beverage

Organic Products

Chilled & Frozen Foods

If you are the manufacturer and brand owner you'll be required to provide one document

from each of the lists below:

Acceptable Documents List 1: 

US Food & Drug Administration (FDA), Certificate of Registration 

US Food & Drug Administration (FDA), New Dietary Ingredient (NDI) Notification

Acceptable 

Documents List 2: 

Business address of your store/office 

Business address of your manufacturing plant Business certification showing that your

business is registered (e.g. business license or sales/use tax license) 

Home occupation permit (If you work out of your home)
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL 
FOOD & BEVERAGE SELLERS

NOTE: We suggest that you submit at least one document from List 1 and all documents from

List 2.  

If you purchase your products from a manufacturer, Amazon accepts Commercial Invoices,

Sales Invoices or the invoices that you receive at the time of purchasing. You’ll need to

submit the required documentation from the following options:  

Acceptable Documents List Option 1

Three legible, scanned or clearly photographed vendor invoices for the products you intend

to sell in the category. Documentation submitted must meet the following requirements:

Invoices must be dated within the last 90 days, or showing item delivery or purchase within

the last 90 days 

Invoices must have your name or issuing business name Invoices must have contact

information for your business (e.g. address, phone number, email or website) 

Invoices must have the names of the products you purchased 

Invoices must have document issuer's name, address, phone number, email or website 

Please obscure pricing information (optional)

Acceptable Documents List Option 2

1 -2 invoices meeting the requirements outlined above plus one of the following items:

Business address of your store/office 

Business address of your manufacturing plant 

Business certification showing that your business is registered (e.g. business license or

sales/use tax license) 

Home occupation permit (If you work out of your home)

NOTE: We suggest you submit 1-3 invoices, meeting Amazon’s requirements, and all of the

information from List 2.
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PACKAGING & LABELLING OF  
FOOD & BEVERAGE PRODUCTS

When preparing your products for shipment to Amazon, sellers must meet the following

criteria for packaging:

Products should be appropriately packed and sealed to protect the food from spoiling,

melting or damage. 

Product packaging must protect the quality and safety of the food.

All packaging must include: 

Product Name 

Name and address of packaging company 

Expiration Date 

Net content quantity and weight (the weight of the contents, not including any packaging) 

Any dietary or allergen-free claims (such as Organic, Kosher, Gluten-Free, Dairy-Free) must

be listed on the product packaging 

Products that can expire must have the expiration date printed on the master carton in 36

(or larger) point font AND on the individual/retail display unit.

Expiration Date: 

Products with expiration dates can be sold FBA as long as the units arrive at warehouses

with a shelf life greater than 105 days from time of arrival. 

Amazon will remove units that are within 50 days of the expiration date. 

Expiration dates must be displayed in the format MM-DD-YYYY or MM-YYYY.

  



ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILLED
& FROZEN FOODS

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ORGANIC PRODUCTS 
Previously, a seller, once approved to sell in Grocery & Gourmet could label any product they

wanted as “organic” without needing to provide certificate proof to Amazon. That’s definitely

changed with the introduction of the Organic Products category. 

At some point in 2017, likely following the Whole Foods acquisition, brands selling organic

products started receiving emails from Amazon asking them to produce the certificates

proving they were in compliance with USDA organic regulations.  

  

In order to sell organic products on Amazon a brand must prove that the products:

Have been produced to the USDA Organic requirements or an international standard that

has been named by the USDA,

Comply with the USDA Organic labelling standards (1),

Be able to identify the name of the product’s certifier (2).

For more information on Amazon’s requirements for the Organic category you can visit their

information center page (3). 

Previously Amazon had a small add-on to grocery requirements that discussed “meltable”

foods, but the requirements for selling in the Chilled & Frozen category are a little more

demanding.  

The category is basically just what it sounds like, products that require refrigeration in order to

maintain their quality. That means that Amazon needs to see that the product has maintained

its chilled or frozen state throughout the shipping process.
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http://www.ams.usda.gov/grades-standards/organic-labeling-standards
http://www.ams.usda.gov/services/organic-certification/certifying-agents
http://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=WK5PALSS4EM4MCT&language=en-US&ref=efph_WK5PALSS4EM4MCT_relt_200164550


ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
CHILLED & FROZEN FOODS 

Amazon has also set temperature ranges for different categories of products and will request

verification that these products have been kept at these temperature ranges.

The ranges are:

28-41° F for refrigerated meat and poultry.

32-41° F for refrigerated fish and crustacea, processed dairy, liquid eggs, other processed

foods, and cut, ready-to-eat fruits and vegetables.

32-45° F for refrigerated shellfish, shell eggs, and fluid milk.

32-65° F for whole, uncut, not ready-to-eat produce.

56-64° F for bananas.

< 10° F for any frozen items. 

 

In order to ensure that products have been kept at these temperatures throughout their

journey Amazon will request validation and verification of the chill chain. You can learn more

about what it means to validate and verify the chill chan in Amazon’s guidelines for Chilled &

Frozen foods (4).

If a brand has already received a Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) certificate then Amazon

will accept this as proof of meeting Amazon’s minimum criteria, but if a GFSI certificate is not

available the brand will be required to:

Certify that all product is handled and shipped to maintain temperature ranges as laid out

by Amazon.

Certify that it holds all required registrations, permits, and licenses to distribute chilled or

frozen products.

Provide relevant licenses from the FDA, USDA or other governing body, depending on the

product type.
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http://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=WAH98EVB875C4BD&language=en-US&ref=efph_WAH98EVB875C4BD_relt_WK5PALSS4EM4MCT


PRODUCT PAGE & LISTING REQUIREMENTS

Amazon has specific requirements for the format and information included on the product

detail page (product listings) in the Food category. Here’s a quick checklist when building

your product listing:

 All Food & Beverage product pages must include an image of the nutritional and

ingredients information for the product(s). 

Images with 300-dpi minimum; 1,000-dpi images are preferred for zoom functionality. 

Images should include only the products included for sale through the listing - no

accessory products should be featured in the images.

Other guidelines for food & beverage listings can be found in Amazon’s Grocery Style Guide 

(5).
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http://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/G/01/SellerCentral/GroceryStyleGuide.pdf


MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR  
FOOD & BEVERAGE BRANDS

Getting your brand approved to sell in any of the Food & Beverage categories on Amazon

is just the beginning. This category is one of the most competitive on Amazon and requires

effort from the brand in order to promote products and increase sales.

Here are a few strategies that Bobsled has found work well for Food & Beverage products:

Leading with the brand name in a product listing title can hurt your search ranking because

it will push the relevant terms further down the title. So, instead of naming a product

“Brand XYZ Milk Chocolate Bar” try naming it “Milk Chocolate Bar by Brand XYZ”. That

being said, if you have good brand name recognition that shoppers might be searching for

then consider placing the brand name first.

If you have multiples flavors of a product you can expand your sales by having variants of

the product in one listing, rather than creating a new parent listing for each flavor.

Creating bundles of your products can help you make more money and is a great way to

upsell shoppers that were only searching for one product. You can also brand bundles

around specific holidays or target markets.

Create listings surrounding holidays with keywords that emphasize why your product

would be a perfect gift for this holiday or for person ABC.

Offer shoppers multi-buy discounts or upsell with discounts off certain combinations of

products.

Use lifestyle images to enhance your product listings and demonstrate your products in

use.

Direct customers to your store on Amazon with a link in an automated post purchase email

sequence through Amazon’s messaging system. Add extra value to customers by including

a seasonal recipe in this email sequence.

If you have been approved to sell organic products still include the term “organic” in your

product listings so that shoppers searching in the main categories can be directed to your

listing.
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MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR  
FOOD & BEVERAGE BRANDS

Tips for PPC Campaigns for Food & Beverage Brands

Complete consistent and thorough keyword research. Use the Customer Search Terms

Report (in the Advertising Reports tab) for valuable data on what your target shoppers are

searching for. We recommend you run this report on a weekly basis in order to stay on top

of trends.

Update your keyword lineup about once a week, using the information from the Customer

Search Terms Report to guide you. This will also allow you to change your keywords to

keep up with holiday and seasonal trends.

The product should be placed in the right category node - this holds true for all products,

but particularly in the grocery category.

In Seller Central if your product listing is set up and optimized correctly, Amazon's going to

know exactly what your product is and will show it properly in response to relevant

searches on the platform.  

From there, our advertising optimization process calls for three groups:

1. Cash Cow campaigns should use highly relevant short-tail keywords on a broad match type

and with low bids. These are your consistent performers and are meant to keep you in good

shape over the long haul.

2. Shooting Star campaigns are how you can think about market trends that come and go.

This could be something like Prime Day, or perhaps Valentine's Day. The Christmas rush is a

great example. Here, you start about four weeks ahead of time, start testing at low bids, and

find good keywords as demand picks up. 

3. Experimental Campaigns are where you can manually test out keywords that aren't directly

related to your product but that might be useful. These campaigns are less about high

expectations for performance and more about learning opportunities.
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SELLING ON AMAZON FRESH OR
SUBSCRIBE & SAVE

Many Food & Beverage brands will also be eligible to take advantage of Amazon’s grocery

focused programs like Fresh or Subscribe & Save (6). These programs will require another

approval from Amazon, but could definitely be worth it for certain brands.

  

Amazon Fresh is designed to compete with other grocery delivery services. Brands selling

products that shoppers might consume on a regular basis, perishables, as well as chilled and

frozen foods could benefit from the loyalty that this program encourages.

Subscribe & Save is more appropriate for sealed items with a longer shelf life, like dry or

canned goods, shelf stable beverages, coffee and tea, etc. This can be a great opportunity for

brands that sell these types of products to make re-stocking easy and convenient for

shoppers, therefore encouraging repeat purchases and increasing the Customer Lifetime

Value.
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http://www.bobsledmarketing.com/blog/could-amazon-subscribe-and-save-help-your-brand-sell-more?rq=subscribe


REQUEST A CONSULTATION

GET READY TO EXPAND YOUR MARKET

Bobsled Marketing knows what it takes to sell food & beverages

effectively on Amazon. If your brand is considering this booming

market we can help you get started faster, with a strategy that will help

your brand’s products stand out from the pack.

 info@bobsledmarketing.com

Office: (646) 561-9936 

www.bobsledmarketing.com 

http://www.bobsledmarketing.com/contact/


RESOURCES

1. USDA Organic Labeling Standards  

(https://www.ams .usda.gov/grades-standards/organic-labeling-standards)

2. USDA Accredited Certifying Agents  

(https://www.ams.usda.gov/services/organic-certification/certifying-agents)

3. Amazon Seller Central - Organic Products

(https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.htmlitemID=WK5PALSS4EM4MCT&language=en-

US&ref=efph_WK5PALSS4EM4MCT_relt_200164550) 

4. Amazon Seller Central - Chilled and frozen products

(https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.htmlitemID=WAH98EVB875C4BD&language=en-

US&ref=efph_WAH98EVB875C4BD_relt_WK5PALSS4EM4MCT) 

5. Amazon Grocery Style Guide  

(https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/G/01/SellerCentral/GroceryStyleGuide.pdf) 

6. Could Enrolling Your Products In Amazon’s Subscribe & Save Program Help Your  

Brand Sell More?  

(http://www.bobsledmarketing.com/blog/could-amazon-subscribe-and-save-help-your-brand-

sell-more?rq=subscribe)
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